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Monthly Report:  Ledcharrie Hydro Scheme (SEPTEMBER) 

Date 04/09/2015 (11.30am - 1.30pm) 

Survey 
summary 

Weather Conditions: Dry - 16° 

Reason: Weekly visit  

Completed work: Work continuing with access track - crossed old railway and making good 
progress up the hill.  

Summary: The track has reached the river crossing at the top of the rough pasture field above the 
old railway line. 

The track below the railway line has been topped and completed, some of the mounds of soil still 
need to be tidied up.  Above the railway line the track has been stripped, it has to be widened to 
accommodate ditches to prevent silt issues. The track crosses a few wet sections which require 
pipes to allow the water to pass through the area - these areas are to be the main priority. The 
rest of the track needs to be topped. 

River crossing 

A small river crossing requires a culvert. There are two options to proceed. 

- The river may be diverted with a pipe to allow a dry river bed, this would reduce the silt 
and concrete contamination risk.  

- Or the river could be controlled with sandbags ensuring the water is directed through the 
pipes whilst work is being undertaken on the rock head wall. Issues would be mitigating 
contamination of the burn if concrete were to enter the water system - a solid back up 
plan would be required.  

Points raised 

- Work to focus on wet areas of track which require drainage pipes 

- Reinstate areas as quickly as possible 

- Add silt traps above railway line and number silt traps 

Date 08/09/2015 (10.30am - 2.00pm) 

Survey 
summary 

Weather Conditions: Dry - 17° 

Reason: Weekly visit - SEPA/LLTNP meeting 

Completed work: Work continuing with access track - crossed old railway and making good 
progress up the hill 

Summary: The track has reached the river crossing at the top of the rough pasture field above the 
old railway line. 

The track below the railway line has been topped and completed, mounds of soil have been tidied 
up.  Above the railway line the track has been stripped, it has to be widened to accommodate 
ditches to prevent silt issues. The track crosses a few wet sections which require pipes to allow 
the water to pass through the area, these areas have been topped and tidied up. The rest of the 
track needs to be topped. 

Walk over visit with SEPA and LLTNP - area of concern is access to the main intake site, to proceed 
with caution and small machine. 

LLTNP - queried why turf had not been stored (explained that the track would not be narrowed 
until work was compete on site - therefore too long to store turf successfully) - ensure turf is 
stored separately for the temporary track to the 2nd intake. 

Points raised 

- Work to focus on wet areas of track which require drainage pipes 

- Reinstate areas as quickly as possible 

- Add silt traps above railway line and number silt traps 
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- Work to start on Culvert site - ensure this is done during a dry period 

Date 16/09/2015 (14.00am - 15.30pm) & 19/09/2015 

Survey 
summary 

Weather Conditions: Dry - 16° 

Reason: Weekly visit  

Completed work: Work continuing with access track making good progress up the hill  

Summary:  

The track has reached the river crossing at the top of the rough pasture field above the old 
railway line. Work is being carried out to finish the track to allow work to start on the culvert. 

Discussions regarding the culvert and the diversion, to be undertaken on the 17th during dry 
period. 

Quick walk over on the 19th September to check progress on the diversion, to be redirected on 
the 20th. Work on culvert looking good, diversion is solid, some top soil has been stored to allow 
diversion to run down the bank, this is to be reinstated as soon as the diversion is removed.  

One area of the diversion is leaking, this has been dealt with and silt traps are in place.  

 

Points raised 

- Work to focus on wet areas of track which require drainage pipes 

- Reinstate areas as quickly as possible 

- Add silt traps above railway line and number silt traps 

- Work to start on Culvert site - ensure this is done during a dry period 

Date 21/09/2015 (14.00am - 15.30pm) 

Survey 
summary 

Weather Conditions: Dry - 15° 

Reason: Weekly visit  

Completed work: Work continuing at culvert site 

Summary:  

The diversion was taken out on the 20/09/15, work is now being undertaken to reinstate the area, 
place drains where required and build up the track on either sides 

The river was walked under the diversion area - no sign of excess silt in any of the natural pools 
below the culvert site.  

 

Points raised 

- Work to focus on wet areas of track which require drainage pipes 

- Reinstate areas as quickly as possible 

- Add silt traps above railway line and number silt traps 

 

Date 29/09/2015 (12.30pm - 14.30pm) 

Survey 
summary 

Weather Conditions: Dry - 15° 

Reason: Weekly visit  

Completed work: Work continuing at track up to the second intake  

Summary:  

The diversion was taken out on the 20/09/15, work has been completed on the culvert and track 
covering the area - 300mm compacted material, with sleepers laid across the bridge anchored 
with 200mm coach screws into four buried sleepers.  
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Work is now being carried out on the temporary track to the second intake, one section of deeper 
peat was crossed where the track/pipeline was microsited to avoid a deep pool/peat section. This 
was the only possible route through the section due the viable culvert location, it was 4 metres 
long and the peat was less than 1 metre deep on a clay bottom, the soil/peat has been mounded 
on either side of the area. The area crossed was part of the feature highlighted to be avoided, 
which was 20 metres to the west of this section. .  

Work on the temporary track up to the second intake - turf is being laid to one side of the track 
and the soil/sub soil to the other side. The turf has been stacked in 1 layer to allow reinstatement 
as soon as the intake has been built.  

Points raised 

- Work to focus on wet areas of track which require drainage pipes 

- Reinstate areas as quickly as possible 

- Add silt traps above railway line and number silt traps 

 

 

Selection of photos taken during site visits Description 

04/09/2015 

 

Burrow pit 

 

Silt traps   

 

Drainage area into wetland 
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Silt traps 

 

Track down through lower field 

 

Track above railway line 

 

Wet section requiring work 

 

Wet section requiring work 
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Stripped track 

08/09/2015 

 

 

Mounds tidied up below railway 
line 

 

 

 

Track topped   

 

 

 

Track 
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16/09/2015 

 

Diversion area 

 

Culvert area   

 

Work on track 

 

Track progression 
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19/09/15 - Diversion 

 

19/09/15 - Diversion/Culvert 

 

19/09/15 - Diversion lower section 

 

19/09/15 - Diversion lower section 
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19/09/15 - Culvert 

21/09/2015 

 

Diversion area 

 

Reinstated area   

 

Work on track 
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Drains and silt traps in place 

 

Pools below site checked 

 

Track looking good 

29/09/2015  

 

Culvert - downstream 
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Pools all clear   

 

Silt trap working next to culvert - 
keep close eye on this as close to 
river 

 

Culvert 

 

Upstream 
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Deep section - mounded section on 
right 

 

Side of deep section - mounded, on 
a clay base 

 

Second intake site 

 

Turf stored - 1 layer 
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Work on track 

 

Work on track 

 


